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Cast The Boss Baby Alec Baldwin as the Baby, the baby who is in charge of
the business. To his own disbelief, he is trying to keep it together for seven
years. Steve Buscemi as Alpha, the Baby's assistant. He is also 7 years old.

His character's name is the same as his father's surname, Buscemi. Lisa
Kudrow as Silvia, the CEO of Puppy Co. Kevin Kline as Kevin, a teenage
boy who works at the Baby's house. He is the baby's friend and gets the

Baby's ideas. Patton Oswalt as Zipper, the other baby. Zipper is the Baby's
assistant. Rick Gonzalez as Monty, Kevin's annoying friend. Maggie Lizé as
Ceci, Kevin's annoying friend. Drew Harwell as the Herb. Jack McBrayer as

Grandpa Jayma Mays as Radio DJ The Boss Baby English Screener Cast
The Boss Baby: Alec Baldwin as the Baby, the baby who is in charge of the

business. To his own disbelief, he is trying to keep it together for seven
years. Steve Buscemi as Alpha, the Baby's assistant. He is also 7 years old.

His character's name is the same as his father's surname, Buscemi. Lisa
Kudrow as Silvia, the CEO of Puppy Co. Kevin Kline as Kevin, a teenage
boy who works at the Baby's house. He is the baby's friend and gets the

Baby's ideas. Patton Oswalt as Zipper, the other baby. Zipper is the Baby's
assistant. Rick Gonzalez as Monty, Kevin's annoying friend. Maggie Lizé as
Ceci, Kevin's annoying friend. Drew Harwell as the Herb. Jack McBrayer as
Grandpa Jayma Mays as Radio DJ Benjamin Samos is an . He is looking for

work because of his expensive taste of everything. . Don't Feel Too Sorry
for Me is a 2009 American romantic comedy film directed by Andrew

Fleming. Starring Andy García and Kate Hudson, it was released on
November 13, 2009. The film is based on the Italian graphic novel

Elaborazioni by Roberto Battaglia, written by Claudio Nizzi and Giuseppe
Dell'Av
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